**WATCH® DISCOVERS**

**WORLD’S FIRST SCALEOUT PADS**

**Product Details:**

The Watch® SCOUT-Pads provide perfect scout for removal of chlorine, organics and scale-prevention for world’s every Coffee or Tea Machines with an integrated water tank.

The SCOUT Pad is so easy to use: Simply unpack the pad and rinse it under cold running water and just place it in the coffee machine water tank.

There is nothing available like SCOUT pads to protect small vending machines, ideal for water tank to avoid scale for homes, office, hotel, rooms and every apartment vending machines.

**Product Information:**

- The most cost-effective scale and lime protection
- The name SCOUT is correct for any vending machines with water tank
- Removes chlorine and Odor from water
- Suitable for almost any hardness of water
- Perfect for best taste and almost all hot-water drinks
- No harmful Resins to add sodium, hydrogen ions or change water pH
- Very important! No release of Phosphates or Silicates
- Provides the best taste for all espresso machines

**SCOUT Scale Out Pads**

Water Hardness $\geq 25$ grains  
(Change in 6 months)

Water Hardness $< 25$ grains  
(Change in 12 months)

Ask For Distribution

[www.watchwater.de](http://www.watchwater.de)